
There is a discrepancy between the burden of mental illness and
the availability of cost-effective psychological therapy. This creates
a major challenge for healthcare providers.1 As a consequence,
innovative methods that place less demand on therapist time have
been developed. One such method is self-help, an approach that
enables self-improvement through the use of health technologies
(such as books, CDs, DVDs and websites) with little or no
therapist input. This method of treatment delivery shows promise
in widening access to psychological therapy and the potential to
alleviate the current shortfall in suitably qualified psychological
therapists.2 According to Bower & Gilbody,3 the use of minimal
interventions as part of a stepped-care model relies on assumptions
of efficacy, cost-effectiveness and acceptability. Despite recent
interest in the use of minimal interventions, ambiguity remains
as to whether self-help interventions for anxiety disorders fulfil
these criteria. Previous meta-analyses have reported on the efficacy
of self-help for conditions including subclinical anxiety problems,4–6

but only one has focused on self-help interventions for individuals
diagnosed with an anxiety disorder.7 However, the review
combined studies of bibliotherapy-based self-help interventions
and self-help groups, and did not consider self-help delivered by
media other than books or leaflets. The current review is the
first to bring together the available evidence on the efficacy,
cost-effectiveness and acceptability of multimedia self-help
interventions for individuals diagnosed with an anxiety disorder.

Method

Selection criteria

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of self-help interventions
aimed at adults formally diagnosed with an anxiety disorder
according to DSM or ICD criteria were included. Self-help

interventions were defined as those predominantly reliant on
the individual bringing about self-change through the use of
health technologies including written materials (books, booklets,
leaflets), CD-Roms, DVDs, computerised software packages and
websites. Interventions of interest comprised pure self-help
interventions that involve no therapist input and guided self-help
interventions that involve minimal contact with a therapist or
trained professional through face-to-face appointments, telephone
or email. Studies were only included where a standardised
measure of symptomatology related to the target disorder, or
anxiety, was used to measure outcome, and where interventions
were compared with therapist-administered treatment or a waiting-
list control group. Randomised controlled trials of self-help
groups, self-help materials adjunctive to therapist-administered
psychological therapy, virtual reality exposure unaccompanied by
any other self-help material, or one-off presentations of videos or
audio tapes aimed only at exposure or relaxation, were not
included. Although these interventions offer many of the same
advantages as the self-help programmes considered by the review,
they are fundamentally distinct in terms of content, delivery and
their overall aims and objectives. Consideration of them in the
current review would therefore be inappropriate.

Search strategy

Bibliographic databases were searched from inception using a set
of search terms related to anxiety disorders (anxiety, generalised
anxiety disorder, panic disorder, panic, phobic disorder, specific
phobia, phobia, social phobia, agoraphobia, obsessive–compulsive
disorder, obsessive behaviour, post-traumatic stress disorder, acute
stress disorder, traumatic stress), combined with a set of terms
related to self-help (self-help, self-change, self-directed, self-care,
self-management, self-administration, guided self-help, guided
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Background
Self-help interventions for psychiatric disorders represent an
increasingly popular alternative to therapist-administered
psychological therapies, offering the potential of increased
access to cost-effective treatment.

Aims
To determine the efficacy, cost-effectiveness and
acceptability of self-help interventions for anxiety disorders.

Method
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of self-help interventions
for anxiety disorders were identified by searching nine online
databases. Studies were grouped according to disorder and
meta-analyses were conducted where sufficient data were
available. Overall meta-analyses of self-help v. waiting list
and therapist-administered treatment were also undertaken.
Methodological quality was assessed independently by two
researchers according to criteria set out by the Cochrane
Collaboration.

Results
Thirty-one RCTs met inclusion criteria for the review. Results
of the overall meta-analysis comparing self-help with waiting
list gave a significant effect size of 0.84 in favour of self-help.
Comparison of self-help with therapist-administered
treatments revealed a significant difference in favour of the
latter with an effect size of 0.34. The addition of guidance
and the presentation of multimedia or web-based self-help
materials improved treatment outcome.

Conclusions
Self-help interventions appear to be an effective way of
treating individuals diagnosed with social phobia and panic
disorder. Further research is required to evaluate the cost-
effectiveness and acceptability of these interventions.
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self-change, minimal contact, minimal therapist contact, reduced
contact, self-exposure, internet, web-based, online, computerised
cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT), bibliotherapy, computerised).
Databases were searched using both Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) and text terms until the 31 October 2010 incorporating
results from MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, ASSIA, AMED, IBSS,
PsycInfo, PILOTS and EBMR. Reference lists of all selected studies
were scrutinised for additional RCTs.

Data extraction

The primary outcome measure for the review was change in
anxiety symptoms. The secondary outcome was the rate of
drop-out. We also sought to extract information related to the
cost-effectiveness of interventions. Acceptability was assessed in
terms of any formalised measure of satisfaction.

Data synthesis

Data were entered into the Cochrane Collaboration’s Review
Manager 5 software (for Windows) for systematic reviews.
Continuous data (change in anxiety symptoms) were analysed
using standardised mean differences (SMD) where outcome
measures used different scales and weighted mean differences
(WMD) where the same scale was used. Relative risk was
calculated for categorical outcome measure; 95% confidence
intervals were calculated for all outcomes.

The I statistic was used to assess the degree of true hetero-
geneity (i.e. heterogeneity which was not the result of chance).
Presence or absence of true heterogeneity (i.e. between-studies
variability) dictated the appropriate statistical model for the
analysis. When results only differed by the sampling error a
fixed-effects model was applied. Where studies were truly
heterogeneous a random-effects model was used to account for
both within- and between-studies variability. The I index is the
percentage of the total variability in a set of effect sizes due to true
heterogeneity. Here, an I2 of less than 30% was taken to indicate
mild heterogeneity and a fixed-effects model was used; I values
of 30% or over dictated use of a random-effects model.8

Studies were grouped by target disorder. For inclusion in a
specific group more than 70% of participants were required to
meet DSM or ICD criteria for the disorder. All studies included
a research assessment to ascertain eligibility. Levels of guidance
varied enormously between interventions. Some pure self-help
interventions that offered only initial instruction demanded only
marginally less clinician time than the least intensive guided
self-help interventions. It was felt that a distinction between pure
self-help and guided self-help would however be informative. On
this basis and in accordance with the definition provided by
Newman and colleagues,9 studies that included only initial
instruction and treatment rationale and/or very brief check-ins
to monitor adherence, ensure safety or teach use of the materials,
were considered to be pure self-help interventions. We imposed a
1 h maximum on therapist input for pure self-help interventions.
Those including some form of guidance to a lesser degree than
traditional therapy for the disorder,9 averaging more than 1 h of
therapist time, were classified as guided self-help.

Self-help was compared with waiting-list or therapist-
administered CBT. Where two or more self-help conditions were
compared with the control, both groups were included to
maximise use of data. In this case, the control group sample size
was modified in line with guidance issued by the Cochrane
Collaboration.10

All included studies were quality assessed using the criteria set
out by the Cochrane Collaboration,10 including: sequence
allocation for randomisation, allocation concealment, masking

of personnel and assessors, incomplete outcome data, selective
outcome reporting and any other notable threats to validity.
Two researchers independently assessed each study. Any conflicts
were discussed with a third researcher with the aim of reaching
a consensus.

Results

The study selection process is presented in Fig. 1. The search
yielded 10 304 references. Removal of duplicates gave a total of
8132 for consideration. Abstracts were reviewed and full text
copies obtained for 192 potentially relevant studies.

Thirty-one RCTs met the inclusion criteria for this review
(online Table DS1). In total 3 studies evaluated an intervention
for generalised anxiety disorder (GAD),11–13 2 for obsessive–
compulsive disorder (OCD),14,15 14 for panic disorder,16–29 1 for
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),30 8 for social phobia31–38

and 3 for mixed anxiety disorders.39–41

Methodological quality of included studies

A total of 19 of the 31 studies described the process of random
allocation in sufficient detail to judge there to have been a low
risk of creating bias.12–14,17–19,23,25,28,30–32,34,36–38,40,41 Only 17
included adequate reporting of allocation conceal-
ment.12,13,17,18,23,25,28,30–32,34,36–38,40,41 A total of 17 studies
provided sufficient information to deduce that outcome assessors
had been adequately masked.11–15,17–19,20,26–31,41 Incomplete
data were deemed to be appropriately addressed by 24
studies.12–14,17–19,23,25–38,40,41 It was unclear whether any of
the studies were free of selective reporting. Many of the studies
recruited individuals from newspaper advertisements, intro-
ducing a possible sampling bias.12,13,17–19,22,26–29,31–34,36–38,41

No study reported on side-effects of self-help treatment.

Efficacy

Generalised anxiety disorder

Three RCTs of self-help interventions for GAD met the inclusion
criteria. Bowman et al11 examined the efficacy of a pure self-help
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Fig. 1 Search flow chart.
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intervention compared with a delayed treatment control group.
Titov and colleagues12 conducted an RCT of an online guided
self-help intervention for GAD called ‘Worry’ with email
guidance. A later RCT of the same programme conducted by
Robinson and colleagues13 compared the intervention guided by
a clinician/technician with a waiting-list control group. A meta-
analysis of the three studies revealed a significant difference in
favour of the self-help group (SMD =71.18, 95% CI 71.49 to
70.86, 3 studies: n= 186). There were no significant differences
observed between groups in terms of drop-out rates (odds ratio
(OR) = 2.07, 95% CI 0.73–5.89, 3 studies: n= 186). There was
however, a trend towards greater drop-out from the self-help
condition.

Obsessive–compulsive disorder

We identified two RCTs of self-help interventions for OCD, both
compared self-help adaptations of an exposure and response
prevention (ERP) treatment protocol, to the same treatment
delivered face to face.14,15 Although therapist-administered ERP
gave the most favourable results, meta-analysis revealed no
significant differences between the two methods of treatment
delivery (WMD = 1.88, 95% CI 70.25 to 4.01, 2 studies:
n= 157). There were no significant differences in drop-out rates
between the self-help and therapist-administered ERP
(OR = 1.21, 95% CI 0.60–2.46, 2 studies: n= 157).

Panic disorder and/or agoraphobia

Self-help for panic disorder and/or agoraphobia has received
significant attention in the literature. Fourteen RCTs were
identified.16–29 Most of the interventions included some form of
guidance ranging from 1.5 to 7 h. Pure self-help interventions
were also included, which comprised only brief introductory
instruction with no follow-up guidance. Self-help interventions
were compared with therapist-administered CBT or waiting-list/
information-only control.

Self-help compared with CBT. Seven RCTs16,18,20,22,23,27,29 com-
pared self-help with therapist-administered CBT. Three presented
written self-help materials in the form of a book or leaflet. The
remainder presented self-help materials on a website. All but
one study evaluated guided self-help, with guidance ranging from
3 to 7 h. Meta-analysis of these studies showed no significant
difference between self-help and therapist-administered CBT
groups (SMD = 0.17, 95% CI 70.19 to 0.53, 7 studies: n= 341).
There were no significant differences observed between groups
when it came to drop-out rates (OR = 1.10, 95% CI 0.58–2.09,
7 studies: n= 341).

Self-help v. waiting-list /information-only control. Eight studies
compared self-help interventions with a waiting-list control
group.17,19,21,22,24–26,28 Five studies evaluated guided self-help,
with guidance ranging from 1.5 to 5.5 h. Self-help materials were
presented in a written format or on a website. Three studies took a
pure self-help approach, with two providing written materials and
one presenting a programme online. One study failed to report
adequate data, and was not therefore included in the meta-
analysis.24 Taken together, these studies suggest that self-help is
superior to being placed on a waiting list in terms of symptom
reduction. A meta-analysis of the studies showed a significant
difference in favour of the self-help condition (SMD =71.10,
95% CI 71.55 to 70.66, 7 studies: n= 253). There were no sig-
nificant differences observed between groups when it came to
drop-out rates (OR = 0.97, 95% CI 0.41–2.29, 7 studies: n= 253).

Post-traumatic stress disorder

To date, there has been only one RCT of a self-help intervention
for PTSD. Elhers and colleagues30 randomised traumatised indi-
viduals to receive cognitive therapy, a self-help booklet presented
in a pure self-help format or repeated assessments. This study
failed to support the efficacy of pure self-help in the treatment
of PTSD. In terms of reduction in traumatic stress symptoms,
there was a significant difference in favour of cognitive therapy
(SMD = 2.00, 95% CI 1.33–2.67, 1 study: n= 53). There were no
significant differences between pure self-help and repeated assess-
ment (SMD = –0.46, 95% CI –1.01 to 0.09, 1 study: n= 52 ). There
were no significant differences in drop-out rates in comparison
with cognitive therapy (OR = 7.82,95% CI 0.39–158.87, 1 study:
n= 56) or repeated assessment (OR = 1.62, 95% CI 0.25–10.51,
1 study: n= 57)

Social phobia

Eight RCTs of self-help for social phobia met our inclusion
criteria.31–38 All compared bibliotherapy or self-help information
presented on a website to a waiting-list control group. A meta-
analysis of these studies showed significant differences in terms
of the primary outcome measure of social phobia symptomology
in favour of the self-help condition (SMD =70.77, 95% CI
70.94 to 70.60, 8 studies: n= 591). In terms of drop-out rates,
there was a significant difference in favour of the waiting-list
condition (OR = 2.23, 95% CI 1.18–4.22, 8 studies: n= 591).

Mixed anxiety disorders

Three RCTs39–41 were identified that included primary care
participants diagnosed with an assortment of anxiety disorders.
These predominantly comprised GAD and panic disorder. Self-
help took the form of bibliotherapy in two studies, and internet
CBT in the other. A meta-analysis of two studies that compared
self-help with therapist-administered CBT found a significant
difference in favour of the latter (SMD = 0.36, 95% CI 0.03–
0.69, 2 studies: n= 155). There were no significant differences in
terms of drop-out rates (OR = 0.30, 95% CI 0.02–3.69, 2 studies:
n= 155).

Overall efficacy

Self-help v. waiting list

Overall, self-help for anxiety disorders did significantly better than
waiting list in terms of symptom reduction (SMD = –0.86, 95% CI
71.03 to 70.69, 20 studies: n= 1121). A forest plot of the analysis
is presented in Fig. 2. Analyses restricted to studies of guided self-
help showed greater efficacy (SMD =70.97, 95% CI 71.17 to
70.76, 12 studies: n= 666). An analysis considering only
web-based and multimedia self-help interventions also showed
greater efficacy (SMD =70.90, 95% CI 71.13 to 70.68, 13
studies: n= 820). In terms of drop-out, there was a significant
difference in favour of the waiting-list condition (OR = 1.98,
95% CI 1.26–3.11, 20 studies: n= 1201).

There was a significant difference between self-help and
therapist-administered psychological therapy in favour of
therapist-administered treatment (SMD = 0.34, 95% CI 0.03–
0.65, 12 studies: n= 706). A forest plot of the analysis is presented
in Fig. 3. Removing pure self-help interventions from the analysis
resulted in there being no significant difference between guided
self-help and therapist-administered treatment, although there
remained a trend in favour of the latter (SMD = 0.31, 95% CI
70.15 to 0.77, 9 studies: n= 446). An analysis of only web-based
and multimedia interventions showed no significant difference
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between self-help and therapist-administered psychological therapy
(SMD = 0.11, 95% CI 70.14 to 0.36, 4 studies: n= 260). There
was no significant difference between the two groups in terms
of drop-out (OR = 0.79, 95% CI 0.54–1.18, 12 studies: n= 781).

Economic evaluation

None of the studies included in the review conducted a concurrent
economic evaluation of the self-help programme.

Acceptability

All the RCTs included in this review neglected to assess the
acceptability of self-help approaches to those using and delivering
the interventions.

Publication bias

The potential for publication bias was explored using funnel
plots. These were visually examined and found to be roughly
symmetrical around the mean effect line, giving no indication of
publication bias.10

Discussion

Main findings

Use of self-help interventions as part of a stepped-care treatment
model for anxiety disorders depends heavily on their efficacy,
cost-effectiveness and acceptability. This review aimed to draw

together the available evidence. Results support the ongoing
development and implementation of self-help programmes as a
potentially effective treatment option for individuals diagnosed
with an anxiety disorder. The addition of guidance and the
provision of web-based or multimedia materials were also
supported.

The results of the overall meta-analysis of self-help inter-
ventions compared with waiting list for individuals diagnosed
with an anxiety disorder showed a significant difference in favour
of self-help, with an effect size of 0.84; a larger effect size of 0.97
was found when considering only guided self-help interventions;
and an effect size of 0.90 when considering only web-based and
multimedia programmes. This is greater than those found by
meta-analyses of subthreshold anxiety problems, which have
reported effect sizes of 0.76,4 0.565 and 0.62.6 It is identical to
the effect size reported by den Boer and colleagues in their
meta-analysis combining self-help group treatment and
bibliotherapy for clinically significant anxiety and depression,
which also reported an effect size of 0.84.7

Comparison of self-help with therapist-administered
treatments revealed a significant difference in favour of the latter,
with an effect size of 0.34. Considering only guided self-help, there
was no significant difference between groups with an effect size
of 0.31, however a trend remained in favour of therapist-
administered treatment. Similarly, there was no significant
difference between groups when only web-based or multimedia
interventions were included, with an effect size of 70.11.
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Fig. 2 Forest plot of a random effects meta-analysis comparing self-help treatment with waiting list for individuals diagnosed with an
anxiety disorder.

a. Written self-help materials presented as a hard copy (e.g. book).
b. Internet-delivered self-help programme.
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In terms of individual disorders, self-help for panic disorder
with or without agoraphobia has attracted more attention in the
literature than any other anxiety disorder. Meta-analyses revealed
significant differences between self-help and waiting-list conditions
in favour of the self-help group. Furthermore, no significant
differences were observed between self-help treatment and
therapist-administered CBT. Although there were fewer available
RCTs, meta-analyses indicated results consistent with panic
disorder for social phobia and GAD showing a significant differ-
ence in favour of self-help in comparison with a waiting list. There
were no observed significant differences between self-help and
therapist-administered CBT in the case of OCD, although there
was a strong trend in favour of therapist-administered CBT. A
meta-analysis of two studies of self-help interventions for varied
anxiety disorders, however, found a significant difference in favour
of the therapist-administered group. There were too few RCTs to
conduct a meta-analysis of self-help interventions for PTSD.

Included studies failed to assess the degree to which interventions
were acceptable to those using and delivering the programme.
Furthermore, none of the studies included economic evaluation.
We cannot therefore reach any conclusions regarding the cost-
effectiveness or acceptability of these interventions. Well-designed
RCTs incorporating concurrent economic evaluation and assessment
of acceptability are required to address this shortcoming.

Clinical heterogeneity

There was a great deal of heterogeneity when it came to the self-
help programmes being evaluated both within and between the
anxiety disorders considered. Interventions varied in terms of
content, delivery and guidance. Although all were based on
cognitive–behavioural techniques, the exact nature of what was
included varied from programme to programme. Delivery
methods also ranged enormously from simple booklets to

advanced multimedia websites. The extent to which use of the
self-help material was guided by a trained professional also varied,
with some programmes being completely self-explanatory and
others providing substantial therapist input.

Limitations

Only published studies were included in the review, therefore it is
important to acknowledge the issue of publication bias. In
addition, this review relied only on English-language studies,
which limits generalisability. There is considerable work ongoing
in both The Netherlands and Scandinavia, some of which may
not have been considered by this review and consequently affected
the results.

Sample sizes were small. It can therefore be argued that the
absence of significant differences between self-help and
therapist-administered treatment in some of the meta-analyses
may represent a lack of statistical power rather than true
equivalence of the approaches. This is particularly pertinent in
the meta-analysis for OCD. Larger-scale studies evaluating the
efficacy of self-help interventions are required, especially as all
but two of the anxiety disorder categories were represented by
only one to three studies.

The quality of individual studies is of importance when
interpreting the results of any meta-analysis. There are several
criticisms that can be made of the RCTs included in this review.
First, participants were often recruited by advertisements in
newspapers or magazines.11,18,19,22,27,36–38 This may limit
generalisability. However, it can be argued that recruitment via
the media results in a more representative sample than one limited
to the primary care population. Indeed, the current emphasis on
Increasing Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) has affected
a change in the characteristics of the treated population by
advocating self-referral. On this basis it is intuitive to recruit from
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Fig. 3 Forest plot of a random effects meta-analysis comparing self-help treatment with therapist-administered psychological therapy
for individuals diagnosed with an anxiety disorder.

a. Written self-help materials presented as a hard copy (e.g. book).
b. Internet-delivered self-help programme.
c. No therapist contact.
d. Up to 2 h of therapist contact.
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a wider population base when evaluating self-help interventions.
This may be a worthwhile avenue for future research to explore.
Second, many of the included studies demonstrated a lack of
independent evaluation. Several of the programmes were
evaluated by the programme developers themselves16,21,22,32,35 as
opposed to independent researchers.

Little is known about factors that determine the effectiveness
of a self-help programme. Factors associated with programme
content, delivery or study populations have not been adequately
explored. It is difficult to ascertain what effect, if any, these
variables had on the outcomes. Further research is required to
determine the active ingredients of successful interventions.
Newman42 highlighted the observation that self-help interventions
are not appropriate for everyone, suggesting that greater emphasis
should be placed on the determination and utilisation of
individual predictors of treatment response. Information is
lacking with respect to the characteristics of individuals who
may benefit.

Many of the included studies failed to evaluate the extent to
which individuals used self-help materials. This precluded
assessment of the effects of increased adherence. Outcome has
previously been associated with greater use of self-help
materials,32 with studies reporting strong dose–response
relationships.43 Adherence may be improved with increased levels
of guidance, which links to a documented superiority of guided
self-help in comparison with pure self-help.36 There is, however,
no agreement as to an optimal level. Randomised controlled trials
of guided self-help interventions including concurrent economic
evaluation would assist in determining the level of guidance at
which cost-effectiveness is optimal.

Studies that evaluated the relative efficacy of pure self-help
compared with guided self-help found that the addition of
guidance gave superior results. Pure self-help interventions did,
however, perform well on the whole, and given their lower cost
and greater accessibility, may have a place in a stepped model of
care. We cannot assume, however, that outcome would be
equivalent if an individual were to purchase a self-help book or
access materials online. Inclusion in a study potentially motivates
use of materials through creation of deadlines and the knowledge
that adherence and/or symptom severity will be assessed.44

Implications

There is evidence that self-help interventions are effective in the
treatment of social phobia and panic disorder. This provides
support for the inclusion of self-help interventions in stepped care
treatment models for these disorders. Methods of providing home
treatment for these individuals, who are likely to be fearful of
going out in public, has potential to increase engagement.

Further high-quality RCTs that include economic evaluation
are now required, particularly of programmes addressing PTSD,
OCD, GAD and specific phobias, which have received less
attention in the literature than social phobia and panic disorder.
Further research is also required to formally evaluate the
acceptability of self-help approaches from the perspective of both
patient and professional. This might take the form of qualitative
research to explore attitudes and opinions. Evaluation of self-help
interventions in the context of a stepped-care model would also be
valuable.

The self-help approach has received growing recognition in a
climate of limited resources and pressure on psychological
services. This review confirms its potential for effectively treating
individuals diagnosed with an anxiety disorder and supports the
ongoing development of self-help programmes with potential
for inclusion in stepped care treatment models.
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